Abstract. Stiefel's combinatorial formula for the Stiefel-Whitney homology classes of a smooth manifold is proved, by verifying that the classes defined by his formula satisfy axioms which characterize the Stiefel-Whitney classes.
1. Introduction. In [2] there were presented axioms for the homology duals to the Stiefel-Whitney classes of smooth manifolds. We show here that the homology classes defined by the combinatorial formula of Stiefel [7, p. 342] satisfy these axioms.
Halperin and Toledo published the first detailed proof of Stiefel's conjecture [5] . Earlier proofs were outlined by Whitney [9] and by Cheeger [3] . A proof for mod 2 homology manifolds, using Steenrod operations, was found by Ravenel and McCrory (unpublished) . An axiomatic proof for mod 2 homology manifolds has been given recently by L. Taylor [8] , using the method of [2] and a classifying space of Quinn.
Let 911 be the category whose objects are C°° separable Hausdorff manifolds (without boundary) and whose morphisms are open embeddings, that is /: M -» N is a morphism of 911 if M and N are objects of 9H and / is a diffeomorphism of M onto an open subset of .¡V.
Let H\ be the homology functor defined using infinite (but locally finite) chains, either singular or simplicial. H^{ • ; Z/2) is a contravariant functor on the category 911, since an open embedding/: AÍ-» N induces a restriction homomorphism [2] f:H,(N; Z/2) -*Sm(M; Z/2). Here Fm(R) is the real projective space of dimension m and x" is the unique nonzero element in Hm_¡(Pm(R); Z/2).
In [2] it is proved that there exists a unique homology class W\M) for each M E ObjCDIL) such that the axioms (l)-(4) are satisfied. Following Halperin and Toledo [5] , we let (K, qo) denote a smooth triangulation of M, and let K' denote the first barycentric subdivision of K. An infinite simplicial /c-chain on M will mean a formal infinite sum lL\o where a is a /c-simplex of K' and \ E Z/2. These chains form a complex C,(Af ) from which H,(M; Z/2) is defined.
Stiefel [7] conjectured that the infinite chain sk(M) which is the sum of all the À>simplexes of K' represents the Stiefel homology class W^_k(M).
We will see below that the chains sk(M) are cycles, so their homology classes satisfy axiom (1) . (This was proved by Akin [1] and by Halperin and Toledo [5] .) Since Halperin and Toledo [6], Milnor, and others have shown that Stiefel's combinatorial classes satisfy axiom (3), we prove only that these classes satisfy axioms (2) and (4).
Remark. Taylor [8] does not prove axiom (2) (his axiom (Al)) for the combinatorial Steif el-Whitney classes! On the other hand, he shows that axiom (4) can be replaced by simpler axioms (his axioms (A3)-(A6)). (2) gives a smooth triangulation of the standard ftj-sphere. Let nm be the cell complex obtained from 2m by identifying x with -x for all x G 2m. Then the first barycentric subdivision H'm = K is a simplicial complex which gives a smooth triangulation (K, </>) of real projective m-space Pm(R). Proof. We shall show that tk(Tlm) is the sum of an even number of mutually homologous fc-cycles. Each simplex of tk(Hm) is contained in a unique ^-dimensional projective subspace A of FOT(R). We will see that A is a subcomplex of K. Thus if c(A) is the sum of all the Ä>simplexes of A, then c(A) is a cycle representing the generator of Hk(Pm(R); Z/2). Furthermore, the &-simplexes of A all belong to /*(nm), so tk(Hm) is the sum of all the cycles c(A) determined in this way. Finally we will show that there are an even number of such cycles c(A).
Axiom
Let a be a simplex of tk(Hm), and let s be one of the two Ä>simplexes of the barycentric subdivision of 2m which correspond to a. Let L be the (k + 1)-dimensional linear subspace of Rm+1 containing s. The image of L n Sm, under the canonical map Sm -» Fm(R), is the subspace A determined by a.
For / = I, . . . , m + 1, let ± v, be the vertex of 2m corresponding to ± e¡, where e¡ is the ith standard basis vector of ROT+I. Then the barycentric coordinate corresponding to ±t5, in 2m is ±x,|2m, where x¡ is the z'th coordinate function of Rm+1.
Let S be the simplex of 2m which carries s. Since s is not in the barycentric subdivision of the ^-skeleton of 27", we have dim S > k. Let / = {/| ± v¡ is a vertex of S), and define e: / -> {+1, -1} so that e(/)t>, is a vertex of S for each / G /. Now each vertex w of s is the barycenter of some face T(w) of S. and tk(Tlm) is homologous to zero by Proposition 4. □ Theorem 2 implies axiom (4) for all integers /' < m. Theorem 2 has been proved independently by Goldstein and Turner [4] .
